
Class Schedule Fall 2011

Thursday, March 31, 2011

1:40:15 PM

Course Name Days Time Location Faculty Course NumberCourse Type Genre

Craft & Theory: Claims for Poetry Th 5:10-7:50 YSU Reese ENGL 6966Craft & Theory Poetry

This course examines “defenses” of poetry—explanations of poetry’s aims and its means of achieving those aims—from Horace to Donald Hall, but with an 
emphasis on contemporary theory and practice.  The goal of the course is for student poets to develop and articulate an informed aesthetic that grounds 
their own practice; students will write long essay, plus shorter assignments and presentations in class.

Creative Nonfiction W 5:20-7:50 PM UA Giffels 3300:689-802Craft & Theory Nonfiction

A look at "place" in Creative Nonfiction. Enrollment limits observed. Limited to students enrolled in the NEOMFA.

Short Story M 5:20-7:50 PM UA Pope 3300:689-801Craft & Theory Fiction

We will look closely at one-author collections of short fiction by writers who have published fiction in the past fifty years and have something unique to teach us 
about the writing of the short story.  Enrollment limits observed. 

Internship TBA TBA YSU Barzak ENGL 6997Internship Multiple

This class meets once a month in accompaniment to the internship activities of the students. See your Campus Coordinator for information on setting up an 
internship. 

American Regional Realism Th 5:20-7:50 PM UA Chura 3300:689-804Literature Multiple

Major fiction of the local color or regionalist movement—which began in the late nineteenth century as the U.S. experienced rapid territorial expansion and a 
corresponding desire to "survey and map" in literary form the new and varied cultural landscape.  Works on the syllabus reveal traditions, manners, dialects and 
historical concerns of distinct geographic localities both rural and urban. Author list: Mark Twain, C.W. Chesnutt, Helen Hunt Jackson, Sarah Orne Jewett, Hamlin 
Garland, William Dean Howells, Edward Eggleston, George W. Cable, Elia Peattie, Jack London, Gene Stratton-Porter.  

MFA Literature Th 3:00-5:50 PM CSU Rahman ENG 616 - 5970Literature Multiple

Seminar in Satire Th 5:20-7:50 PM UA Egan 3300:683-801Literature Multiple

A study of the tactics and motifs of satire: railing, reversal, burlesque, persona and several others.  Satire is a fascinating and complex idiom, one which the 
course will explore through a study of such selected authors as Swift, Nathanael West, Sinclair Lewis, Mark Twain, Art Buchwald and Kurt Vonnegut.  

British and Irish Literature from the 
Early Romantics Onward

TTh 9:15-10:30 
AM

KSU Starzyk ENG 6602Literature Multiple

Class meets in Satterfield 118.
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Literary Criticism M 5:20-7:50 PM UA Nunn 3300:665-801Literature Multiple

Inquiry into nature and value of literature and problems of practical criticism as represented in major statements of ancient and modern critics.

19th Century British Studies M 5:10-7:50 PM YSU Diamond ENGL 6916Literature Multiple

“The Supernatural and the Social Unconscious”: The nineteenth century witnessed an explosion of cultural soul-searching in England. This century’s writings 
plainly testify to the reading public’s fascination with a range of new social issues: among them, the erosion of religious adherence; the dimensions of 
sexuality and selfhood; the threats and promises of science; the ethics of empire; and the legitimacy of social stratification in its various manifestations. With 
the benefit of more than a century’s hindsight, it is clear that the supernatural tales and “ghost stories” consumed greedily during this period—and once 
roundly dismissed as merely “escapist” or “sensational”—actually articulate critical engagements with every one of these social concerns, even as they 
embroider these engagements within widely accessible “page-turners.”  We will explore a variety of the nineteenth century’s gothic fiction and poetry, not 
only for the pleasure these narrative forms afford right on the lines, but, more pointedly, for the topical concerns they pursue between the lines.

Restoration & 18th Century British 
Literature

Th 5:10-7:50 PM YSU Andrews ENGL 6914Literature Multiple

This course will cover literary texts from the “long” eighteenth century (roughly 1660-1800) in a range of genres; students will read novels, poems, plays, and 
philosophical and periodical essays, among others.  A particular focus will be on the development of the novel form, including such authors as Aphra Behn, 
Daniel Defoe, Samuel Richardson, Henry Fielding, and Frances Burney.  Key poets to be studied will include well-known figures such as John Dryden, 
Alexander Pope, John Gay, Jonathan Swift, Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, Thomas Gray, and William Collins; we will also read and discuss the verse of such 
working-class poets as Mary Leapor, Stephen Duck, Mary Collier, Janet Little, and Robert Burns, among others.  The drama of William Congreve, John Gay, 
George Lillo, and Richard Brinsley Sheridan will be another significant element of the reading for the course.  We will examine the relationship of all readings 
to crucial social, political, and cultural contexts, looking closely at their influence on the emergence of genres (such as the novel) in the literary marketplace.  
In the process of reading, discussing, and writing about eighteenth-century British literature, students will gain a deeper understanding of the central debates 
and conflicts that contributed to make the eighteenth century our first “modern” era.

20th Century American Studies T 5:10-7:50 PM YSU Sisco ENGL 6922Literature Multiple

The class examines works in relation to the history, social and cultural developments of the period. More specifically, this class will examine the debates and 
controversies surrounding race, class, and gender as unfinished American contestations as we head into the 21st century. Some of the issues (and debates) 
we will discuss are: the changing role of women; the instability of “race”; the American nativist impulse and immigration; the myth of American Democracy; 
the rise of a Progressive resistance to the evils of unchecked Capitalism.

Whitman & Dickinson W 5:20-7:50 PM UA Miller 3300:646-801Literature Poetry

Substantial readings from each author: tales, novels, essays, letters, poetry. Also, representative literary criticism about each author. Satisfies the M.A. in 
Literature requirement for American Literature up to 1900
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Fiction Workshop T 3:00-5:50 PM CSU Rahman ENG 610 - 7450Workshop Fiction

Nonfiction Writing T 5:30-8:15 PM KSU O'Connor ENG 66895Workshop Nonfiction

This is a graduate level workshop in creative nonfiction writing with an emphasis on student work. Each class period will begin with a discussion of published 
work, especially writing in personal narrative: personal essay (both narrative and lyrical) and memoir. We will also consider several examples of literary 
reportage, touching on book review and profile. Some published essays will focus on place, nature, and communities—in addition to those centered on 
individuals exploring experience and identity. We’ll also consider new hybrid forms and the ethics of telling “true” stories. The links between the larger world 
and the self—and how they connect on the page—will be a constant concern, as will the methods by which writers shape creative nonfiction and imbue it 
with the color, verve and readability of fiction—and how elements of drama and poetry may also intersect in the “fourth genre.” Each student will have the 
opportunity to present two to three manuscripts to the workshop, depending on class size. Satterfield Hall, room 119.

Writing Poetry M 5:30-8:15 PM KSU Wing ENG 64070Workshop Poetry

In a world where poetry has been defined as a lump in the throat, a small (or large) machine made of words, a meteor or pheasant—no, a pheasant 
disappearing into the brush—imaginary gardens with real toads in them, a dash of the dictionary, the synthesis of hyacinths and biscuits, the medieval town, 
with frieze of boy scouts from Nagoya, the best words in the best order, in a world such as this it’s hard even to figure out what a poem is, never mind how to 
write a good one.  This workshop will seek to do a little of both.  We will pool our collective knowledge, do a little outside reading, and come up with a 
common critical language that will focus our conversations and allow for more precision and exactitude in our commentary.  Of course, the primary focus will 
be on the production and discussion of student work.  Students will be writing and critiquing poems every week, as well as presenting larger batches of 
poems for a more in-depth and concentrated discussion of the work as a whole.  Conversation will both address larger stylistic issues (within a body of work) 
and focus on specific points within individual poems.  Students should expect to produce ten to twelve poems over the course of the semester and submit a 
final portfolio with evidence of your revisions and progress.

The Writing of Prose T 5:10-7:50 PM YSU Barzak ENGL 6967Workshop Fiction

This will be a Fiction Workshop open to short stories, novel chapters, and story-chapters of novels in stories.  Novel writers, however, should note that if they 
submit chapters that are beyond the beginning of the book, they will need to provide concise summaries of what has occurred prior to the chapters they 
submit for reader context.   Any genre or type of fiction is welcome.

Playwriting Workshop T 6:00-8:50 PM CSU TBD ENG 612 - 9730Workshop Playwriting

Fiction Workshop W 6:00-8:50 PM CSU Mitchell ENG 610 - 9731Workshop Fiction

This class will focus on intensive critique of students' stories and will include background readings of short stories by some of the following: Michael 
Cunningham, Christine Schutt, Suzanne Rivecca, Edward P. Jones, Alice Munro, James Salter.
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